10 SIMPLE
STRESS RELIEF
STRATEGIES
for
FRONTLINE WORKERS
Catch the stress, anxiety, depression, burnout spiral EARLY!

SUMMARY
• Allow yourself to express emotions to relieve stress and improve immune function.
• Take time to get relaxed before starting your day/shift.
• Experiment with diﬀerent strategies for stress relief; choose the ones that work best
for you. Use sticky notes or phone reminders to incorporate them into your life.
• Ask for and accept help. Have someone hold you accountable for self care.
• Celebrate victories, successes, and positive moments for you and your team!
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1. CULTIVATE POSTIVE EMOTIONS

• Give three compliments during the day or your shift. Celebrate successes: yours, the
team’s, and others!

• Reflect on those you’ve helped. Shift the mindset to gratitudes (those you have and
those you have received).

• Find humor. Negate “negative dominance” where the brain seeks to primarily
remember the negative.

2. PRACTICE MINDFULNESS AS RELAXATION

• All worry is about the future, and all regret is about the past. If we are in the present,
we are free from the stress of worry and regret. When you are in a “flow” (at your
peak performance or most productive), you are mostly in the present.

• Practice the S.T.O.P (Stop :: Take a breath :: Observe :: Proceed) mindfulness

acronym throughout the day when stressed or during transitions. Being present and
mindful relaxes/disables the stress response.

• Consider what activities you enjoy and find relaxing.
3. BREATHE
Experiment with this fun, easy, eﬀective breath practice to activate your
Parasympathetic Nervous System, which restores the body to a state of calm:
1. Start with taking a deep sigh.
2. Begin by letting go of what you’ve heard or know about how to breathe. Observe
the qualities of your breathing. Is it shallow or deep?
3. Next, notice the cool air as you breathe in, the warm air as you breathe out, feeling
the air expanding and relaxing in your lungs. Notice the quiet pause at the top and
bottom of your breath.
4. Now think the word “peace” as you breathe in, and “calm” as you breathe out.
5. Finally, picture a cool color as you breathe in, a warm color as you breathe out.
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Tips for breath practice:
•

Taking a deep breath with a longer exhale can activate this same system.

•

Shallow breathing decreases CO2 and activates the Sympathetic Nervous
System (the stress response of fight, flight, or freeze). Instead, use your
diaphragm for the best oxygen to CO2 exchange by putting your hands on your
head with elbows bent to force diaphragmatic breathing. This will help you relax,
self regulate, and alleviate stress.

•

Find more breathing exercises at bainbridgeprepares.org/wellness.

4. RELAX EFFICIENTLY

• Allow yourself to sit, walk, stand, squat, etc. to relax through diﬀerent parts of the
body.

• Create sticky notes with reminder questions: Do I need all this tension/stress? What
amount of energy can I give to still be eﬀective?

• Think of yourself as uncooked pasta, then as cooked pasta.
• Notice tension in your body: (e.g. are your arms or legs crossed?). Soften the tight
parts of your body, and shift to a more open body language.

• When you have more time, experiment with progressive relaxation: relax each part of
your body starting with your toes, progressing to your head. A quick search online
will find you free audio guides for this.

5. CHANGE YOUR THOUGHTS

• Create some B3s: Better But Believable thoughts (Dr. Jennifer L. Abel). Useful B3s

are from your own wording, simple, positive, and eﬀective. Examples: “I’ve gotten
through tough times before, and I can get through this.” “Kindness matters.” “There
is always a need behind a behavior.” “I am love." Take time to think of at least three
B3s about a current stressful situation. You can write them down, say them to
yourself, or share them with someone.

• Ask yourself: Is this thought useful or useless? Helpful or unhelpful? Productive or

unproductive? If it isn’t helpful, say to yourself: “Cancel, clear, delete” and imagine
the undesirable thought swept away from your mind.
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6. VALUE EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION

• People who survived trauma and processed events by sharing details or emotional
release have a reduced risk of PTSD.

• Those receiving therapy for anxiety who suppress emotional processing are much
more anxious at the end of treatment than those who express their feelings.

• People getting therapy for depression who do more emotional experiencing during
treatment are significantly less depressed than their counterparts.

• Journaling can be a healthy outlet for emotional release.Immune function is better
when people are able to write about diﬃcult life experiences and emotions.

• Allow yourself to express sadness by crying. At work you can go to the restroom,

your car, or outside to emote. Outside of work you can cry in the car, outside while
walking, in the shower, or on an appropriate person’s shoulders. Consider a specific
chair or room to express sadness. Support others when they cry.

• Express anger or frustration when needed. Be assertive: avoid language like “need”

or “have to” but instead use “I” language (e.g. “I’m concerned”…”it would be really
helpful to me if…”. At work, postpone discussion if you are too angry or the timing is
not appropriate and take a quick walk. Outside of work, yell into a pillow or in a
closed car. Write a letter you don’t actually send.

7. PAT YOURSELF ON THE BACK

• Mindful Self Compassion - treat yourself like you would a best friend or loved one.
• Discard any self judgment or imperfection.
• Know that you are helping by being present, even when you feel helpless or feel like
you are not doing enough.

• Remind yourself that you are doing the best you can.
• Do your best to not let your role define who you are. Honor ALL of you.
• Be mindful of fully “closing the door” (e.g. Work Door, Car Door, Commuting Door,
Computer Door) to be more fully present for your next chosen activity.
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8. DISSOLVE SELF SACRIFICE
Burn out leads to poor health, compromised relationships, inability to be of service.

• People who are “givers” and take great care of others often aren’t as skilled at taking
care of themselves. Ask yourself if you put others’ needs and wants before your
own.

• Delegate, and be open to others helping. Examples of limiting beliefs related to
delegation that can quickly become energy drains:
“I’m the only one who knows how to do it correctly.”
“It won’t get done unless I do it.”
“I want it done now.”
“It must get done.”
“There’s no other way except for me to do it.”

• Now is the time to learn and ask for what you need, or even want. This could be as
simple as stating: “It would really help me to have a short break or 15 minutes to
myself to decompress.”

• Say “no” to requests for help that you do not want to do or don’t have the energy to
do. Consider these possible replies: “I’m not able to say yes right now.” “I am
prioritizing other projects.” “I am not taking on new things.”

• Lateral violence (lashing out and projection) can be a cycle for those serving and

caregiving in the frontlines. It is easy to project anger on others if it is not properly
processed and handled since the stress has to go somewhere if not diﬀused. If you
are doing this, stop. Reset yourself, and practice kindness. Alleviate the stress and
bottled up emotions through one or more of these: less work/volunteer hours, better
sleep, seeking therapy, eating healthy, and implementing stress relief strategies
found in this document.

• Recognize if you are experiencing lateral violence done to you (i.e. is someone

attacking you or pushing negativity on you?) and remove yourself from the situation.
Encourage them to seek the above mentioned solutions.

9. BE AWARE OF UNHELPFUL COPING MECHANISMS
The abuse of coping mechanisms such as alcohol, tobacco, emotional eating, etc can
become automatic as we try to feel better at times of stress. However, these can have
a negative impact on mental and physical health. Replace unhelpful coping
mechanisms with nourishing stress relief strategies.
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10. DISCOVER, REMEMBER, AND HONOR HEALTHY LIFESTYLE PRACTICES

• Smile! This releases positive hormones regardless of how you feel.
• Hydrate with water; minimize sugar, alcohol, caﬀeine.
• Go into your day/shift relaxed, with the goal of staying calm and present.
• During your work hours, take regular breaks to stand, walk, move, and go outside for
fresh air.

• Continue movement when not at work: dance, run, Qi Gong, chair yoga, bicycle…
get moving! Engage in relaxing, healthy activities on your hours oﬀ.

• Eat whole, unprocessed food, and green vegetables to trigger the nitric oxide eﬀect.
• Connect with others and yourself: that could be a pet, loved one, friend, hobby. Take

a hot bath, and light some candles. Sing, hum, listen to uplifting music. Journal. Do a
daily gratitude exchange with a buddy.

• Imagine yourself as a flower blooming. What it is that you need to thrive instead of
survive? Write down what this is and review it regularly.

• Practice breathing exercises throughout the day. Get good sleep at night.
• Visit bainbridgeprepares.org/wellness for more practices and staying healthy tips.

If we are peaceful, if we are happy
we can blossom like a flower,
and everyone in our family,
our entire society,
will benefit from our peace.
- Thich Nhat Hanh
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